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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20555 0001

July 27, 1994

Enclosure

Alexander Marion, Manager - Engineering
Nuclear Energy Institute, Suite 300
1776 I St., NW

Washington, DC 20006

Dear Mr. Marion:

SUBJECT: APPLICATION OF NEW SOURCE TERM TO OPERATING REACTORS

The revised source term (NUREG-1465) is being final'ized, The staff believes .that the associated physical phenomena are sufficiently understood such that
the source term can now be applied to operating nuclear power plants.

The research associated with the new source term has produced insights that
could affect the safety evaluation of operating reactors. Some features of
the new source term could lead to reIaxation,of certain operational require-
me;Its, while others could lead to safety enhancements. The staff has already
received a number of requests for changes from licensees. The staff would
like to initiate a dialogue with the industry to explore options for imple-
menting this new information. We would like the industry's views regarding
possible implementation approaches, and we believe that NEI is an appropriate
industry focal point for such a discussion.

There are several issues that we believe should be addressed at an early stage
in the process. These include:

'hatis the most effective mechanism for pursuing regulatory action?
Should industry propose rulemaking consistent with the process outlined
in SECY-'94-003, -90, and -141?

~ What is the most effective way to address technical issues not covered
in NUREG-1465, such as fission product removal mechanisms?

Does implementation require an integrated approach, or can a selective
use of portions of NUREG-1465, such as timing be adequately justified?
In a selective approach, what aspects of the source term should be
emphasized?

The staff has several concerns about the implementation process, We recognize
that various approaches exist, ranging implementation of all aspects of the
revised source term in NUREG-1465 to the selected use of certain aspects
applied to specific systems and/or components. In preparing an implementation
plan, we would like the industry to consider the following:
~ , Given the potential burden that the .application of the new source term

may impose on individual licensees, it is reasonable to expect that the
industry would want to selectively implement some, but not all, aspects
of the new source term. However, the implementation should lead to a
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coherent and technically defensible approach. Horeover, the implementa-
tion should be coherent and reasonably consistent from plant to plant.
Otherwise, implementation will place an unacceptable burden on the NRC
review process and inspection program.

The effect of the new source term on existing safety margins should be
evaluated. Because the new source term involves best-estimate methodo-
logies, explicit margins of safety and a method to quantify these
margins should be included in any application of the new source term to
the design basis of the plant.

~ The implementation should not be limited to applications which provide
only relief to the industry. The industry program should also include a
systematic assessment of those areas in which the new source term would
indicate the opportunity for design or operational changes to e".hance
plant safety. An example of this would be the potential impact of the
new chemical form of radioiodine on the containment sump pH controls.

We would like to meet within the next 60 days to discuss the broad outline of
a program that addresses the considerations discussed above. Prior to the
meeting, we would like your preliminary views to most effectively conduct the
meeting.

We are also evaluating the usefulness of a public workshop to be held about
two. months after NUREG-1465 is issued.

We look forward to receiving your views and appreciate your assistance in
coordinating the response from the nuclear industry. questions about this
request or proposed meeting dates should be discussed with the NRC project
manager, J. H. Wilson, at (301) 504-1108. Thank you for your support in this
effort.

Sincerely,
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Dennis H. Crutchfield, Associate Director
for Advanced Reactors and License Renewal

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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